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Thin InAs layers and membranes are fabricated on GaAs substrates using GaSb buffer layers

grown by MOVPE. The quality of the GaSb buffer layers is optimized and epitaxial InAs layers

are grown on GaSb layers of various thickness. The best GaSb buffer layers are obtained for a

nucleation temperature of 450 �C and a subsequent growth temperature of 570 �C with a V/III

ratio of 3, as confirmed by both the structural (high-resolution XRD, AFM) and electrical (Hall)

measurements. Furthermore, a clear relationship between the structural quality of the GaSb and

InAs layers is established. Finally, free-standing InAs structures are fabricated where Hall

measurements reveal a mobility that depends on the film thickness. VC 2012 American Vacuum
Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4739425]

I. INTRODUCTION

The roadmap for the Si industry predicts a continued

increase in the performance of the CMOS technology,

although ultimately the scaling limits of the technology will

make it difficult to further improve drive currents and

maintain low leakage current densities. Both of these

challenges can be remedied by using high-mobility III–V

materials.1 One such promising material is InAs, which has a

high bulk electron mobility (30 000 cm2/V s). Already, high-

performance InAs high electron mobility transistors have

been demonstrated2 as well as InAs- and InGaAs-based

MOSFETs.3,4 These devices require integration of thin InAs

layers onto insulating substrates. One option is to grow

lattice-mismatched InAs/GaSb heterostructures on semi-

insulating GaAs. The generation of misfit dislocation due to

the very high lattice mismatch (7%) can be controlled by

carefully adjusting the growth conditions for the GaSb buffer

layer.5–7 However, this has so far required several microme-

ter thick buffer layers.8 Thick buffer layers are not attractive

for electronic device integration as leakage currents and

large height differences greatly complicate device design

and fabrication. Therefore, we scale the thickness of the

buffer layer and measure the relation between electrical and

structural qualities of both the buffer and the top InAs layer.

This way we investigate the quality requirements for a feasi-

ble integration of InAs onto lattice-mismatched substrates.

As a first step toward advanced transistor architectures, we

also etch the buffer and form free-standing InAs membranes

that are evaluated electrically using the Hall bar technique.

This paper consists of three parts. First, we optimize the

GaSb growth on GaAs(001) substrates in an MOVPE reac-

tor, and characterize the quality of the grown GaSb layers.

Second, we use the optimized GaSb buffers to deposit a thin

layer of InAs. We vary the thickness of the GaSb buffer

layer while the InAs layer is grown under the same condi-

tions. The structural and electrical properties of both GaSb

and InAs layers are then evaluated and compared. Finally,

we use the layers to fabricate free-standing InAs membranes

that are characterized electrically.

II. EXPERIMENT

GaSb layers are grown using a horizontal reactor MOVPE

system (Aixtron 200/4). TMIn, AsH3, TMSb, and TEGa are

used as precursors with hydrogen as a carrier gas with a total

flow of 13 l/min. Semi-insulating and epi-ready GaAs(001)

substrates were either directly loaded into the reactor or first

cleaned by etching in 37% HCl for 3 min and rinsed in de-

ionized water for 1 min. No significant improvement was

observed for the etched samples. The GaSb buffer layers

were grown using a two-step process, beginning with a

nucleation step at low temperature followed by a buffer

growth step at a higher temperature. To optimize the GaSb

buffer layer, we varied the buffer growth temperature

between 550 and 600 �C, the V/III ratio between 1 and 5,

and the nucleation step temperature between 420 and

480 �C. It is verified by x-ray reflectometry and AFM meas-

urements that the optimized nucleation step results in a

rough 15-nm-thick layer. In the optimization series all GaSb

layers were grown for 35 min, leading to a 1.3-lm-thick

optimized GaSb layer. The growth rate was controlled in situ
by reflectivity measurements.

Using optimized buffer growth conditions, 23- and

90-nm-thick InAs films were grown on GaSb buffers layers

of various thicknesses. In order to obtain high quality hetero-

interfaces, the growth temperature was lowered to 500 �C
after the optimized GaSb buffer growth. An additional GaSb

layer was grown for 1 min before switching to InAs, in order

to switch between GaSb and InAs in a controlled manner.

This was found to improve the FWHM value of the InAs

004 diffraction peak, as compared to switching without an

intermediate low-temperature GaSb layer. The 23-nm-thick

InAs layer was grown for 34 s at a growth temperature of

500 �C and a V/III ratio of 55, parameters which are known

to give high-mobility InAs films.9 As 23 nm is below the

critical thickness for the InAs/GaSb system, pseudomorphica)Electronic mail: larserik.wernersson@eit.lth.se
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InAs growth is expected. The grown samples were character-

ized by high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HR-XRD) meas-

urements using a Bruker-AXS D8 system with a Cu Ka x-

ray source. Rocking curves and 2h–x scans of the 004 reflec-

tion were performed, as well as reciprocal space maps of the

224 reflection to evaluate the composition and strain. The

FWHM of the 004 rocking curves, related to the mosaicity

of a thin film, was used to compare the crystal quality in

between different samples. Also, carrier mobility and con-

centration in the grown layers were measured using both

Van der Pauw–Hall and Hall bar techniques, where contacts

are formed by evaporating Ti/Au. The Hall measurements

were performed at 0.18 T at both room temperature and

77 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. GaSb buffer optimization

The growth of GaSb buffer layers on GaAs substrates has

been investigated by a few groups, but the growth conditions

for high quality GaSb buffers are varying, indicating that a

reactor specific growth optimization is required.6,7,10,11

Therefore, we first optimize the growth of relatively thick

GaSb buffer layers (1.3 lm) with respect to nucleation tem-

perature, growth temperature, and V/III ratio. On these sam-

ples, no InAs layers were grown, in order to focus the

investigation on the structural quality of the GaSb buffer

layer using HR-XRD, AFM, and Hall measurements.

All GaSb layers are found to be p type in the Hall meas-

urements. The highest hole mobility and the sharpest HR-

XRD peaks are obtained at a V/III ratio between 2 and 3.5 as

shown in Fig. 1(b). A V/III ratio equal to 1.0 is detrimental

for the GaSb growth, as confirmed by HR-XRD and Hall

measurements. Under these conditions, a lack of Sb can

cause the formation of Sb vacancies or even Ga droplets on

the growth surface.6 The hole mobility of the GaSb layer

decreases when the V/III ratio exceeds 4, although the

FWHM of the 004 peak only increases slightly. A similar

behavior is reported for GaSb grown from TMGa.7 The

FWHM of the 004 rocking curve of the sample grown under

a V/III ratio of 3 is measured to be 291 arcsec, while the

sample grown under the V/III ratios of 4 and 5 show an

FWHM of 320 and 318 arcsec, respectively.

A growth temperature of 570 �C is found to be optimal

for growth of the GaSb buffer layers, as shown in Fig. 1(c).

The crystal quality decreases for lower growth temperatures

possibly due to a decrease in the adatom diffusion length,

while the decrease at higher temperatures may be related to

an increasing Sb desorption from the substrate; thus reducing

the effective V/III ratio. A similar relation has previously

been obtained for thicker buffer layers.8

A low-temperature nucleation step can be used when

growing GaSb on GaAs substrates to relieve the strain

caused by the high lattice mismatch between the two materi-

als. We varied the nucleation step temperature between 420

and 480 �C as shown in Fig. 1(d) and observe the highest

buffer layer quality when nucleation is performed at 450 �C.

We note that the GaSb fully relaxes within the thickness of

the nucleation layer, as no residual strain is measured in the

GaSb buffer layers by HR-XRD. The rms values of the sur-

face roughness are presented in Table I, which show moder-

ate surface rms values (�6 nm) for optimized 1.3 lm buffer

layers. The nonoptimal rms values can be attributed to the

presence of screw dislocations, visible in the AFM image of

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic illustration of a GaSb buffer layer

grown on a GaAs(001) substrate. Structural and electrical quality of GaSb

buffer layers as a function of (b) V/III ratio, (c) temperature during buffer

growth, and (d) temperature during nucleation. The growth temperature

(TG), nucleation temperature (Tnucl), and V/III ratio were set to optimized

values in each series.
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Fig. 3(a). Screw dislocations are observed in all samples

with no clear relation between their density and growth pa-

rameters. This indicates that the improvement of the layer

quality under optimized growth conditions is not related to a

reduction in the density of screw dislocations for the den-

sities observed here. We should also consider that the aver-

age spacing is much longer than the carrier scattering length

observed in the electrical data. Instead, the improvement is

most likely related to a reduction of threading dislocation

density in the upper parts of the films. Possibly, using multi-

ple nucleation steps in sequence could further improve the

quality of the GaSb buffer layers, as demonstrated for InAs

growth on Si(111).12

B. Structural evaluation of InAs/GaSb heterostructures

In a second series of samples, thin layers of InAs were

grown on top of the GaSb buffer layers. In order to correlate

the quality of the GaSb buffer layer with the quality in the

InAs layer, we varied the thickness of the GaSb buffer layer

in the InAs/GaSb heterostructures and performed HR-XRD

measurements on the structure. The thickness of the InAs

layer was kept at 23 nm, which is below the critical thickness

of the structure as calculated from People and Bean13

(36 nm). XRD 2h–x scans of InAs/GaSb samples with vary-

ing GaSb buffer thickness are compared in Fig. 2(a). Here, it

is observed that the InAs peaks exhibit Pendell€osung fringes

for the samples with a buffer thickness above 620 nm, indi-

cating a low roughness at the interface between GaSb and

InAs. Also, the peak position of the InAs shifts toward lower

2h values for the thicker buffer layers. A combination of

HR-XRD measurements of the 004 and 224 reflections veri-

fies that this shift is caused by a combination of reduced

TABLE I. Root-mean-square values of GaSb buffer layers.

Sample number V/III TG ( �C) Tnucl ( �C) GaSb rms (nm)

2159 1 570 450 107

2157 2 570 450 8.4

2158 3.5 570 450 6.7

2165 4 570 450 6.42

2160 5 570 450 6.28

2161 5 600 450 4.22

2162 5 540 450 6.66

2163 5 570 420 23.7

2164 5 570 480 6.47

FIG. 3. (Color online) 4� 4 lm2 AFM images of (a) 300 nm optimized GaSb

buffer layer, (b) InAs surface, grown on 1.3 lm GaSb buffer. The screw dis-

locations are clearly visible on the GaSb surface, while the InAs growth

starts to mitigate them. Insets show schematic illustrations of the evaluated

structures. The rms values are 4.35 and 5.93 nm for (a) and (b), respectively.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) 2h–x scans around the 004 reflection of InAs/

GaSb structures with various GaSb thicknesses. The thickness of the InAs

layer is 23 nm for all samples. Pendell€osung fringes are observed for the

InAs peak at larger buffer thicknesses. The vertical line indicates the posi-

tion of fully strained InAs. (b) Structural and electrical properties of InAs/

GaSb as a function of the GaSb layer thickness. The quality of the InAs

layer is directly related to the GaSb buffer layer and the quality of the GaSb

layer increases with the thickness.
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strain relaxation and a modification of the InAs composition

due to a carryover of Ga and/or Sb.

The FWHM of the GaSb 004 rocking curve decreases as

the GaSb buffer thickness increases, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

Both the crystal and electrical quality are improving rapidly

as the buffer thickness is increased to 1 lm. A clear correla-

tion between the rocking curve FWHM of the GaSb buffer

and the InAs is observed and the FWHM of the InAs layer

follows the GaSb data, although with a roughly 100 arcsec

wider peak. The quality of the thin InAs film thus appears to

be directly dependent on the quality of the underlying GaSb

buffer. The higher FWHM of the InAs is attributed to the

strain in the InAs film, which is nearly pseudomorphic to the

GaSb buffer in all cases.

Reciprocal space maps of the 224 reflection were

obtained (not shown) in order to separate the influence of

strain and composition. It was found that the InAs layer

grown on a 310 nm GaSb buffer was 7% relaxed and had a

Bragg peak that was significantly shifted from the position

of bulk InAs. For GaSb buffer thickness exceeding 620 nm,

the InAs film was only 2% relaxed, and the InAs peak posi-

tion was closer to the position of bulk InAs. This indicates

that the amount of relaxation and the amount of composi-

tional carryover of Ga and Sb from GaSb into the InAs layer

is related to the quality of the InAs and GaSb layers. Previ-

ously, Ga carryover in the InAs(Sb)/GaSb system has been

reported by Lackner et al.,14 where it was found not to be an

effect of the gas switching, but rather due to adsorbed Ga.

The Ga carryover may be aggravated in our case, as the com-

parably high dislocation density present in the thin GaSb

buffers may present additional adsorption sites for Ga. It is

also likely that there are a few percent of Sb carried over

into the InAs layer, due to the well-known segregation effect

of Sb.15 Incorporation of Sb and Ga would move the InAs

diffraction peak in opposite directions, and the composition

of the resulting quaternary In(Ga)As(Sb) compound can thus

not be fully evaluated by HR-XRD alone, but additional pho-

toluminescence measurements are required.

We also scanned the InAs surface with AFM to evaluate

the surface morphology. The rms values for the InAs films

grown on the optimized buffers were found to be lower than

7 nm, which is similar to values reported by others.16 However,

no clear dependence of rms roughness versus buffer thickness

was obtained. Despite that the InAs growth mitigates the terra-

ces, forming around the screw dislocations as shown in Fig.

3(b), the screw dislocations from the GaSb buffer are still visi-

ble in the AFM images. We note that the screw dislocation

density remains similar for samples with different buffer layer

thicknesses. An additional vertical structure appeared on these

InAs/GaSb heterostructures These could be related to locally

affected InAs growth due to the presence of a threading dislo-

cation in agreement with recent MBE studies.17

To characterize the GaSb layers electrically we removed

the InAs layer on one set of samples by selective wet etching

using a citric acid:H2O2 solution (1:1). Van der Pauw–Hall

measurements were performed on the remaining GaSb buffer

layer and the results are shown in Fig. 3(b), where the GaSb

mobility increases with increasing buffer thickness, supporting

the XRD results. The 1.3-lm-thick GaSb buffer exhibited a

mobility of 620 cm2/V s and a hole concentration of

3.6� 1016 cm�3 at room temperature. At 77 K, the mobility

increased to 3000 cm2/V s and the carrier concentration was

9.2� 1015 cm�3. These values are comparable to other

reported results.6,8,10 Due to the Sb carryover it is possible that

a thin layer of InAs remains after the selective InAs etch. To

minimize its effect, measurements by a profilometer are used

to verify that the complete layer (23 nm thick) is etched away.

Therefore, any residual InAs will have only minor influence

on the measured values.18

C. Electrical evaluation of InAs membranes

Detailed analysis of the Hall measurement data obtained

from InAs film grown GaSb buffers is complicated by the par-

allel hole current that is always present in the GaSb buffer.

Therefore, we have formed InAs membranes on a second set

of samples by a combination of electron beam lithography and

selective wet etching of the underlying GaSb layer (NH4:H2O

1:4), as shown in Fig. 4(a). Both Hall devices and two terminal

devices of various lengths were made from free-standing InAs

membranes with a thickness of 23 and 90 nm, respectively,

grown on 1.3-lm-thick GaSb buffer layers. The width of the

membranes was chosen to be 4 lm, allowing the measurement

of a Hall voltage modulation with magnetic field strength, as

shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b). The extracted mobilities of

InAs membranes are shown in Fig. 4(b). The 90-nm-thick

membranes show a mobility of about 3000 cm2/V s at room

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) SEM image of under-etched membrane for Hall

measurements. (b) Hall mobility and resistivity of under-etched InAs mem-

branes. The inset shows the Hall voltage change with magnetic field for the

23-nm-thick membrane. The current is set to 1 lA.
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temperature and an electron concentration of 1.1� 1017 cm�3.

The mobility for the thinner (23-nm-thick) membranes are

about 750 cm2/V s. It is worth noting that these values are

measured using Hall measurements, while most evaluations

for InAs nanostructures are made using the field effect, a

method that is more sensitive to series resistances in the struc-

tures. The increase in resistance for the 23-nm-thick InAs

membranes may be related to quantum confinement that

reduces the number of available states for carrier transport. We

calculated a 100 meV separation between quantized subbands

for the 23-nm-thick InAs quantum well with infinite potential

walls. This separation energy is four times larger than the ther-

mal excitation and could thus contribute to the increase in the

membrane resistance. In fact, early results for InAs nanowire

transistors showed an increasing threshold voltage for thinner

wires consistent with the confinement model.19 However, the

larger surface-to-volume ratio of the thinner membranes also

makes them more sensitive to processing-induced surface

effects, which may affect both scattering and the position of

the surface potential. It has, for instance, been observed that

the field-effect mobility of InAs nanowires is reduced for

diameters corresponding to the dimensions studied here.20 We

would like to mention that the membranes were passivated

with NH4SX solution before measurements. Without passiva-

tion, no Hall voltage modulation is observed in the 23-nm-

thick InAs membranes. This result agrees well with a study of

InAs nanoribbons that also observes a clear influence of the

surface treatment on the resistance in thin InAs layers.21 While

it is generally concluded that the InAs surface is pinned within

the conduction band, we cannot rule out the possibility that the

surface potential also is affected by the processing conditions,

where small adjustments of the pinning energy may lead to

large effects due to the large surface-to-volume ratio for these

nanostructures.

To verify our results from the Hall measurements, we var-

ied the membrane length between 5 and 35 lm in order to

measure the two terminal membrane resistivity by a trans-

mission line method. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the resistivity of

23-nm-thick InAs membranes is higher than the resistivity of

the 90-nm-thick membranes by about 1 order of magnitude.

In agreement with the above-presented discussion about the

Hall data, we mainly attribute the high resistivity of 23-nm-

thick InAs membranes to a stronger influence of the surface.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The growth conditions for thin GaSb buffer layers were

optimized and the structural quality and electrical properties

were evaluated. The optimal growth conditions for the GaSb

buffer layer were found to be a growth temperature of 570 �C
and a V/III ratio of 3, with a thin nucleation layer grown at

450 �C. We also showed that both the electrical and structural

quality of the GaSb buffer quality increase with increasing

thickness. Screw dislocations are observed for all samples, but

their density does not appear to be limiting the layer quality.

We have integrated an InAs layer onto the GaSb buffer

layer and observed a direct relation between the quality of

the GaSb buffer and the InAs layer. A gradual improvement

in the structural quality of both layers was observed with

increasing GaSb thickness up to 1.3 lm. The mobility of the

GaSb layer correlates directly with the XRD peak FWHM

value, and a higher buffer layer quality results in better elec-

trical properties. We also observe that the structural quality

of the InAs is directly proportional to the GaSb quality. The

FWHM value of the InAs layer is 100 arcsec higher com-

pared to the GaSb buffer layer, explained by the high level

of lateral strain in these thin films.

We fabricated and measured Hall effect of InAs mem-

branes and show that 23-nm-thick InAs membranes have

lower Hall mobility than 90-nm-thick InAs membranes. The

23-nm-thick membranes are sensitive to surface passivation

treatment; therefore the low mobility compared to bulk InAs

is attributed to surface scattering, while thicker 90 nm mem-

branes are less sensitive to surface effects. These results

reveal the challenges involved in realizing and characteriz-

ing thin film InAs devices, and especially highlight the im-

portance of the InAs surface for the measured conductivity.
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